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We the People 285 Persecution in Paradise
Good Day to you. One of the worst most evil characters of the twentieth century was Joseph Stalin. He was
a dictator and a murderer of woman and children. Stalin suppressed and controlled the people with an iron
fist and had their possessions taken just as is happening in South Africa today where the government has
enacted legislation to take the farms of white people without compensation. It may be done by changing
the law but the effects and morality are no different to the property taken by Stalin. That theft is a violation
of human rights and laws in a civilised world and it seems Africa, parts of south America, Russia, China and
North Korea are places where dictators thrive and citisens have little real tenure over their property and
homes. Now I introduce Zakhar and Yuvgena Oskilko who in 1931 lived in a village 130km south of
Ukraine's capital Kiev. Stalin's men had already confiscated all the possessions of the Oskilko's but came
back in the dead of winter to persecute them again demanding they hand over their keys and leave their
home immediately. When Zakhar and Yuvgena refused they were dragged out into the snow and hanged.
Now move forward to today in Southport where their great granddaughter Aldwyn Altuney resides. Aldwyn
is a pleasant lady with an infectious smile and a positive outlook. It appears her crime is to rent out a room
in her home to AirBNB visitors to make ends meet. AirBNB is a global 'home share' system of bookings and
can be compared to Uber filling the expensive gap the taxi monopoly created. I remember my mum and
dad doing the same thing and taking in students to help with living costs. AirBNB just creates a stable
accountable platform across the world to facilitate this and serves 4 million lodgings in over 191 countries
with a total booking history of 200 million people. Typically you can book a room in Southport for between
$30 and $80 which is why the big end of town don't like it. Now enter the Gold Coast Council which clearly
wants a cut of the action a bit like the mafia. In a Stalin like tone Aldwyn Altuney received a nasty
threatening 'show cause notice' from the Council to cease taking bookings immediately or be fined up to
$567,675. Yes you heard correctly, that's a fine of well over half a million dollars which would mean the loss
of Aldwyn's home and assets. Further the letter says and I quote... "cease using the premises for the
purpose of Short term accommodation and removing all materials, equipment and furniture associated
with the operation......". Surely this is a just a bureaucratic and political version of Stalin's methods where
you will do as you are told or be financially hung. Aldwyn had an extension built on her home in 2011 for
more storage and never did so to allow for room stay as she didn't know about AirBNB at the time.
There are about 6,000 homes across the Gold Coast room sharing and I am pretty sure the owners don't
know about this. However the Council being the lovely caring sharing bureaucracy it is can provide a license
for up to $15,000 after legal fees if they choose and its entirely at their discretion. A persons only path of
review is the Council who then, as always, sit in judgement of their own decisions just like Stalin did. The
minister for local government will not be interested because under the ‘Partners in Government
Agreement’ he can cover his eyes and block his ears to all the nasty stuff on the Gold Coast. Now I'm
reasonably sure by the dictatorial tone of the notice the Council have the law technically on their side but
not the ethics, morality, fairness or public interest which we the people are robbed of daily. By the way, it's
ok if you have your family or friends in to stay or non paying guests and so the result is that a bum in a bed
is not really a bum in a bed and only some bums must pay. This is a ludicrous anti free enterprise anti social
activity by the Council and is designed to garner a share of what they see as a lucrative 'piece of the action'.
There are far too many free beds at Council as the fat cats live off our rates and initiative. The Council
appears to be a law unto itself and this is just another persecution for Aldwyn Altuney's family tree and
ours too for that matter. Apparently the Council justify their actions in part by developing a very tenuous
link to party houses which is unsubstantiated and simply illogical.
We can only pray that after the politically correct Commonwealth games have been and gone that a
negligent lazy State government sends the troops down to despatch this lot from Council. The show cause
notice is posted on the Sentinel web site.
Until next time this is Kent Bayley (Scroll down to 'Show Cause' Notice)
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